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1.1 INTRODUCTION  

Wenck Associates, Inc. – with assistance from the Wyoming Water Development Office 

(WWDO), the Wyoming State Engineer’s Office (WYSEO), and WEST, Inc. extensively 

mapped water right point of use (POU) data within the state of Wyoming. This technical 

memo details the process, procedures, and assumptions used to map POU data. The 

process (Figure 1.1-1) generally consists of six steps: 

 

1. Downloading POU records from e-Permit 

2. Cleaning POU records for entry into the e-Permit mapping tool 

3. Running POU data through the e-Permit mapping tool 

4. Cleaning and rerunning records contained in the e-Permit mapping tool error table 

5. Cleaning records mapped by the e-Permit mapping tool 

6. Combining e-Permit mapping tool outputs into a single shapefile 

 

Nearly a million POU records were downloaded from e-Permit.  These records were cleaned 

and approximately 636,000 records were run through the permit tool. More than 592,000 of 

which were successfully mapped – a 93% success rate. Of the 46,000 unmapped records, 

approximately one-third were successfully mapped after further cleaning. After cleaning the 

mapped POU records to remove duplicates and consolidate overlapping polygons, 491,082 

unique POU records are contained in the final shapefile. 
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Figure 1.1-1: Point of Use Mapping Process Flow Chart 
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1.2 E-PERMIT POINT OF USE MAPPING TOOL 

POU data was mapped using an e-Permit mapping tool developed by TriHydro on behalf of 

the WWDO.1 The mapping tool converts excel files downloaded from e-Permit2 to Public 

Land Survey System (PLSS) locations and generates a polygon for each point of use record. 

The polygons are stored in a personal geodatabase and attributed with permit details from 

the e-Permit download.  

 

1.3 POINT OF USE RECORD DOWNLOAD PROCESS 

 

With the assistance of the WWDO and WYSEO, Wenck downloaded water right POU records 

from e-Permit. POU records were downloaded in groups containing fewer than 10,000 

individual records using the parameters described in this section. Limiting searches to 

10,000 individual POU records is critical because e-Permit cannot export more than 10,000 

individual POU Records from a single search. 

 

In e-Permit, a detailed water right search was conducted for POU details only (Figure 

1.3-1). To limit the total number of POU records downloaded, the search was confined to 

permits providing water for selected Primary Beneficial Uses (Table 1.3-1). To limit the 

number of records returned in a search, the search was constrained by iterating the priority 

date range until the search returned 400 or fewer results pages. Each page contains up to 

25 POU records, therefore a search which returns 400 pages returns 9,976 to 10,000 POU 

records. 

 

When POU records are exported from e-Permit POU details search, the exported data does 

not contain full POU location data for every record. Specifically, a subset of downloaded POU 

records are missing the quarter in which the POU is located. Data exported from e-Permit 

contains four columns detailing the PLSS location of a POU record: Township, Range, 

Section, and Quarter-Quarter. For most records this is sufficient to properly map the POU 

record, however, when a POU record is assigned to all of a quarter, the quarter-quarter 

column is populated with the value “All”. As a result, it is impossible to determine which 

section quarter the POU record should be mapped to. To resolve this issue, POU records 

were downloaded separately for each PLSS quarter.  

 

Using the download process described in this section, approximately 36 separate downloads 

were required for each PLSS quarter. For each PLSS quarter, the downloaded records were 

then combined into single Excel documents. 

 

                                                           
1 TriHydro, 2018. e-Permit Conversion Tool. Wyoming Water Development Commission 
http://water.geospatialhub.org/search?collection=Document&groupIds=511a54b03b7a41b6b5d28ca37bead3ff. 
Accessed: November 2018. 
2 Wyoming State Engineer’s Office. e-Permit. Wyoming State Engineer’s Office. http://seoweb.wyo.gov/e-
Permit/Common/Home.aspx. Accessed: Fall 2018. 

http://water.geospatialhub.org/search?collection=Document&groupIds=511a54b03b7a41b6b5d28ca37bead3ff
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Figure 1.3-1: e-Permit Detailed Water Right Search for Point of Use Records 
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Table 1.3-1: Primary Beneficial Uses Included in POU Search 

 

 

Primary Beneficial Use Included or Excluded 

Coal Bed Methane-- Ground Water Included 

Coal Bed Natural Gas Included 

Combined Uses Included 

Commercial Included 

Consumptive Instream Flow Included 

Domestic (Phase II Award) Excluded 

Domestic Supply Included 

Domestic-- Ground Water Excluded 

Domestic-- Surface Water Included 

Erosion Control Excluded 

Fire Protection Excluded 

Fish Propagation Included 

Flood Control Included 

Flow Through Included 

Ground Water Recharge Included 

Hydropower Included 

Ice Cutting Excluded 

Industrial-- Ground Water Included 

Industrial-- Surface Water Included 

Instream Flow (Phase II Award) Excluded 

Instream Flow-only State of Wyo can apply Excluded 

Irrigation-- Ground Water Included 

Irrigation-- Surface water Included 

Maintain Natural Condition (Phase II Award) Included 

Maintain Natural Lake Level (Phase II Award) Included 

Miscellaneous--Ground Water Included 

Monitor, Observation Excluded 

Municipal-- Ground Water Included 

Municipal-- Surface Water Included 

Natural Flow (Phase II Award) Included 

Other Included 

Railroad Excluded 

Recreation Included 

Reservoir Supply Included 

Stream Excluded 

Stock Excluded 

Stock & Domestic - Surface Water Excluded 

Stock Watering Excluded 

Temporary Excluded 

Test Well Excluded 

Transportation Excluded 

Utilities Excluded 

Wetlands Excluded 

Wild & Scenic-only State of Wyo can apply Excluded 

Wildlife Included 
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1.4 POINT OF USE RECORD CLEANING 

 

After exporting POU records from e-Permit, the records were cleaned to remove canceled, 

abandoned, expired or inactive records; a separate table was created to store records 

mapped by tract and lot; duplicate records were removed; and all records were properly 

assigned POU quarter information. Records were cleaned in Access and Excel using the 

procedure described in this section. 

 

To begin, POU records exported from e-Permit were imported into Access and processed 

using a series of queries.  

 

Step 1 – Separate out Canceled, Abandoned, or Expired water rights and Inactive POU 

records (Figure 1.4-1) 

 

The complete list of downloaded POU records were queried to clean away abandoned, 

expired, canceled, and inactive records. To complete this, a query was created to select 

records that: 

 Do not contain “Abandoned”, “Expired”, or “Cancelled” in the 

SummaryWRStatus column, or  

 Do not contain “I” (Inactive) in the SummaryCRStatus column 

 

The selected entries were written to a new table named POU_StatusClean. 

 

 IF (SummaryWRStatus ≠ “Abandoned”, “Expired”, “Cancelled”) 

  And 

 IF (SummaryCRStatus ≠ “I”) 

  Then 

 Write to new output table named POU_StatusClean 
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Figure 1.4-1: Point of Use Record Cleaning - Step 1 

 

Step 2 – Create Lots and Tracts Table (Figure 1.4-2) 

 

The e-Permit POU mapping tool maps POU data using PLSS survey data, however, some 

POU records were surveyed in lots and tracts. POU records that were surveyed using lots 

and tracts require additional processing prior to mapping by the e-Permit tool. Therefore, 

records containing lot and tract locations were moved to a separate table for additional 

processing. A query was used to select records from the table created in Step 1 that 

contained a “L” or “T” in the Survey column and contain “All” or a blank in the QtrQtr 

column. Records identified by this query were written to a new table. 

 

 IF (Survey = “*L*” or “*T*”) 

  And 

 IF (QtrQtr = “All” or is blank) 

  Then 

 Write to new output table Tract and Lots 
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Figure 1.4-2: Point of Use Record Cleaning - Step 2 

 

Step 3: Delete Lots and Tracts from the POU_StatusClean table (Figure 1.4-3) 

 

After creating a table of POU records mapped by lot and tract, POU records mapped by lot 

and tract were removed from the table created in Step 1. The query employed in Step 2 

was altered so that, rather than creating a new table from selected records, selected 

records were removed. 

 

 IF (Survey = “*L*” or “*T*”) 

  And 

 IF (QtrQtr = “All” or is blank) 

  Then 

 Remove record from POU_StatusClean table 
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Figure 1.4-3: Point of Use Record Cleaning - Step 3 

 

Step 4 – Remove duplicate POU records from adjudicated permits (Figure 1.4-4) 

 

The partially cleaned table created in Step 3 was queried to remove POU records that are 

duplicated across permits and certificates of record. Before a water right is adjudicated, 

water right POU data is listed under the water right in e-Permit. After a water right is 

adjudicated, the POU data is removed from the water right entry and cataloged under a 

certificate of record. However, for some adjudicated water rights, POU data was not 

removed from the water right and is listed under both the water right and the certificate of 

record entries. To remove duplicate records, POU data listed under adjudicated water rights 

was removed if certificates of record were available for the adjudicated water right. It is 

important to note that water rights with a permit suffix of “D” (for ditch) are adjudicated if 

the water right status is listed as “Fully Adjudicated” or “Complete”. 

  

 IF (PermitPrefix = “P”) 

  And 

 IF (SummaryWRStatus = “Fully Adjudicated”) 

  And 

 IF (SummaryCRStatus ≠ “A”) 

  

 Or 
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 IF (PermitSuffix = “D”) 

  And 

 IF (WRNumber ≠ “CR*”) 

  And 

 IF (SummaryWRStatus = “Complete”) 

  

 Then 

  

 Remove record from POU_StatusClean table 

 

It is important to note that the cleaning process used here in Step 4 caused some POU 

records to be erroneously removed. In some cases, POU data of an adjudicated water right 

was properly removed from the water right but not listed under a certificate of record. When 

this occurred, the process described in this section resulted in the removal of unduplicated 

POUs. This error source is discussed in greater detail in Section 1.9.3 and Section 1.10.1. 

 

 
Figure 1.4-4: Point of Use Record Cleaning - Step 4 

 

Step 5 – Assign Point of Use Quarter Data 

 

When POU records are exported from e-Permit, the exported data does not contain a field 

detailing the quarter in which the POU resides. To assign PLSS quarter, a new field, named 

“Qtr” was created and populated based on the contents of the quarter-quarter field. If the 

quarter-quarter field contained a quarter-quarter designation or was blank, the quarter was 

populated based on the download quarter. If the quarter-quarter field contained the value 

“All”, the quarter was populated based on the number of permitted irrigated acres. 

 

When the POU record is mapped to all of a quarter or all of a section, the quarter-quarter 

field contains the value “All”. Because the quarter-quarter values are identical, the only way 

to know with certainty whether the POU record should be mapped to All of a quarter or All 

of a section is to manually review the POU record in e-Permit. Due to the large number of 
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records with All in the quarter-quarter field (approximately 64,000) manually reviewing the 

records was not feasible. Instead, POU records with All in the quarter-quarter field were 

assigned to All of a quarter or All of a section based on permitted irrigated acres. POU 

records with greater than 160 acres of permitted irrigated land were assigned to All of a 

section. POUs with 160 or fewer permitted irrigated acres were assigned to All of a quarter 

based on the download quarter.  

 

1.5 POINT OF USE RECORD MAPPING 

 

After cleaning records downloaded through e-Permit as described in Section 1.4, POU 

records were mapped using the e-Permit mapping tool. POU records were mapped as one of 

three classes: 

1. POU records with Township-Range-Section-Quarter-Quarter/Quarter data and 160 or 

less permitted irrigated acres 

2. POU records with Township-Range-Section-Quarter-Quarter/Quarter data and 

greater than 160 permitted irrigated acres 

3. POU records with Tract/Lot locations  

 

1.5.1 POU Records with Township-Range-Section-Quarter-Quarter/Quarter data 

and 160 or less permitted acres 

Cleaned POU records with quarter or quarter-quarter data for the southwest, southeast, 

northwest, and northeast quarters were exported from Access in three groups per quarter 

(Table 1.5-1). A total of 635,519 records were run through the e-Permit tool and 591,777 

records (93.1%) were successfully mapped (Table 1.5-2 and Table 1.5-3). 

 

For each group, the e-Permit tool created a unique shapefile and error table. Each of the 

twelve shapefiles was cleaned according to procedures described later in this technical 

memo before creating a single unified shapefile. Similarly, the error files were combined, 

cleaned, and run through the e-Permit tool according to procedures described below. 

 

Table 1.5-1: POU Groups with Quarter or Quarter-Quarter Locations 

 Southwest Southeast Northwest Northeast 

Group 1 Name SW_1915 SE_1 NW_1 NE_1 

Group 2 Name SW 1995 SE_2 NW_2 NE_2 

Group 3 Name SW 2018 SE_3 NW_3 NE_3 

 

Table 1.5-2: Mapped and Unmapped POU Records with Quarter or Quarter-Quarter 

Locations 

 Records 

Mapped 

Records in 

Error Table 

 Records 

Mapped 

Records in 

Error Table 

SW_1915 43,559 5,669 SE_1 63,226 6,698 

SW 1995 61,633 2,344 SE_2 70,788 1,294 

SW 2018 43,913 3,551 SE_3 14,725 2,759 

Total 149,105 11,564 Total 148,739 10,751 

 

Table 1.5-3: Mapped and Unmapped POU Records with Quarter or Quarter-Quarter 

Locations 

 Records 

Mapped 

Records in 

Error Table 

 Records 

Mapped 

Records in 

Error Table 
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NW_1 45,545 2,762 NE_1 65,081 4,161 

NW_2 45,716 2,025 NE_2 52,883 2,369 

NW_3 47,788 5,093 NE_3 36,920 5,017 

Total 139,049 9,880 Total 154,884 11,547 

 

 

1.5.2 POU Records with Township-Range-Section-Quarter-Quarter/Quarter data 

and greater than 160 permitted acres 

 

POU records assigned to All of a section, as described in Point of Use Record Cleaning Step 

5, were mapped separately. Because POU records with greater than 160 permitted irrigated 

acres must physically reside in more than one quarter they were downloaded multiple 

times. To avoid mapping duplicate POUs, records with greater than 160 acres were placed 

into a separate input data set. Duplicate records were then deleted before running the data 

set through the e-Permit mapping tool. 

 

After combing POU records with greater than 160 permitted irrigated acres, 286 unique POU 

records were identified. Of these 286 unique records, 271 were successfully mapped. POUs 

in the error table were cleaned and re-run through the e-Permit mapping tool in subsequent 

steps. 

 

It is important to note that the Southeast and Southwest POU record data sets were run 

without removing records with greater than 160 permitted irrigated acres. These records 

were removed from the mapped POU records in subsequent cleaning steps. 

 

1.5.3 POU Records with Tract/Lot Locations and not Quarter or Quarter-Quarter 

Locations 

POU records that lacked quarter or quarter-quarter locations but contained tract/lot 

locations were mapped through the e-Permit tool using a modified PLSS shapefile. The PLSS 

shapefile was modified by intersecting it with a lot/tract shapefile in ArcGIS. Using the 

modified shapefile, 2,961 of the 4,731 POU records with tract/lot location and no quarter or 

quarter-quarter locations were successfully mapped. The 1,770 records in the error table 

were cleaned and re-run through the e-Permit tool as described later in this document.  

 

1.5.4 Mapping POU Records contained in Error Tables 

To reduce the number of unmapped POU records, error table data was extracted, re-

formatted, moved up one mapping level, and re-run through the e-Permit Tool. Moving 

records up a mapping level allows a POU record to be mapped in the general vicinity of its 

true location. For instance, a POU record originally mapped to a quarter-quarter would be 

mapped to an entire quarter if the mapping level was moved up once. If the mapping level 

was moved up a second time, the POU record would be mapped to the section in which it 

resides. Increasing the mapping level acts to bypass erroneous or incomplete PLSS 

information within the e-Permit data without manual investigation of individual permit data. 

This process was performed twice to further reduce the number of records contained in 

error tables. 

 

Error tables generated from POU records with Township-Range-Section-Quarter-

Quarter/Quarter data and 160 or fewer permitted acres (Section 1.5.1) and error tables 

created from POU records mapped to Lots/Tracts (Section 1.5.3) were cleaned separately. 

However, both sets of error tables were cleaned using the methodology described in this 

section. 
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The error table generated from POU records with POU Records with Township-Range-

Section-Quarter data and greater than 160 permitted acres were not re-run. These error 

records are already mapped to sections, the coarsest PLSS location used by the mapping 

tool. Thus, no cleaning is possible for these records. 

 

1.5.4.1 1st Error Table Rerun 

To reduce the number of e-Permit tool runs, all the error tables were combined into a single 

data file and exported to excel. The combined error table was then formatted to match the 

required e-Permit tool input data format. Formatting the error table data was a 7-step 

process: 

1. Delete columns AB through BW 

2. Delete the field “OBJECTID*” 

3. Change the name of the field “Acres_Number” to “Acres” and move the field directly 

left of the “POUStatus” field 

4. Replace all “<Null>” values with blanks 

5. Format the field “Sec” as text field type 

6. Format the field “PermitNumber” as text field type and add “.0” where missing 

7. Save the excel spreadsheet in 2003 .xls format 

 

It is important to note that formatting the “Sec” and “PermitNumber” fields as text 

sometimes requires ‘laundering’ the data through a text document. Cutting the improperly 

formatted data from Excel and pasting it into a text editor such as Notepad++ will clear old 

excel format data. While the cells are empty, set the Excel cell format to text, then copy the 

original data from the text editor back into Excel. If the numeric values of the “Sec” and 

“PermitNumber” fields are properly formatted as text, a green triangle will display in the 

upper left corner of each cell. 

 

After formatting the data, each POU mapping designation was moved up one level of 

coarseness: i.e. records containing specific quarter-quarter data were set to map to all of a 

quarter and records previously mapped to all of a quarter were set to map to all of a 

section. It is critical to first change quarter level records to section level prior to changing 

quarter-quarter level records to quarter levels. If mapping level is changed in the incorrect 

order, all records will be mapped to the section level. 

 

For the error table generated from POU records with Township-Range-Section-Quarter-

Quarter/Quarter data and 160 or fewer permitted acres (Section 1.5.1), this procedure 

successfully mapped 8,161 of 43,742 error records – a 19% reduction. POU records mapped 

during the first cleaning contain the value “1” in the mapping level column. This indicates 

that the mapped location is one level coarser than the location data exported from e-Permit.  

 

For the error table generated from POU records mapped to Lots/Tracts (Section 1.5.3), 

this procedure successfully mapped 1,073 of 1,770 error records – a 61% reduction. POU 

records mapped during the first cleaning contain the value “1” in the mapping level column. 

This indicates that the mapped location is one level coarser than the location data exported 

from e-Permit.  

 

1.5.4.2 2nd Error Table Rerun 

The remaining error table was exported to Excel and formatted to match the required e-

Permit tool input data format. Formatting followed the same 7-step process detailed in 

Section 1.5.4.1. 
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After formatting the data, each POU mapping designation was moved up one level of 

coarseness (i.e. records containing previously mapped to all of a quarter were set to map to 

all of a section). During the first error table rerun, all records previously mapped to a 

quarter-quarter were moved up to the quarter level. Thus, there are not quarter-quarter 

records remaining during the second error table cleaning. 

 

This procedure successfully mapped 6,604 of 35,581 remaining error records – a 19% 

reduction. POU records mapped during the second cleaning contain the value “2” in the 

mapping level field. This indicates that the mapped location is two levels coarser than the 

location data exported from e-Permit. All combined, 14,765 error table records were 

mapped during the first and second error table reruns – a 34% reduction. 28,977 entries 

remain in the combined error table. 

 

A second error table rerun was not performed for the error table generated from POU 

records mapped to Lots/Tracts (Section 1.5.3). The least coarse mapping designation in 

this error table was quarter-level. As a result, all error records were moved to the section 

level during the first cleaning; thereby precluding a second rerun. 

 

1.6 CLEANING MAPPED POU RECORDS  

The POU shapefiles created by the e-Permit tool required further processing to resolve four 

classes of issues: 

 

Class 1: Duplicate POU records with greater than 160 permitted irrigated acres mapped to 

All of a section 

 

Class 2: Single POU records mapped to multiple unique, non-overlapping polygons 

 

Class 3: Single POU records mapped to multiple redundant, overlapping polygons 

 

Class 4: Multiple POU records from a single permit mapped to the same location as unique, 

overlapping polygons 

 

1.6.1 Cleaning POU Records Mapped by Quarter or Quarter-Quarter 

 

1.6.1.1 Class 1 

As described in Section 1.5.2, POUs mapped to All of a section were mapped as a separate 

shapefile. However, POUs mapped to All of a section that were downloaded as part of the 

Southeast and Southwest quarters were not removed prior to running the Southeast and 

Southwest POU records through the e-Permit mapping tool, resulting in duplicates. To 

eliminate duplicates, POU with greater than 160 acres that were mapped to All of a section 

were deleted from the Southeast and Southwest shapefiles. Some POU records in the 

Southeast and Southwest were missed in this step. The error was identified after a single, 

combined POU shapefile was created as described in Section 1.7 and 529 POU records 

were removed from the shapefile. 

 

1.6.1.2 Class 2 

At some township and range boundaries, non-standard quarter and quarter-quarter 

delineation is common (Figure 1.6-1). As a result, a single PLSS quarter-quarter 

designation may be assigned to more than one polygon in the PLSS_QtrQtr shapefile. In 

these locations, a POU record associated with the non-standard PLSS quarter-quarter was 
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mapped to multiple polygons. Multiple instances of a single POU record are problematic 

because the water appropriation of that POU record is counted multiple times.  

 

To resolve this issue, each output shapefile created by the e-Permit tool was dissolved in 

ArcMap based on the field POU_Table_OBJECTID. The field POU_Table_OBJECTID is equal to 

the row number of the input Excel sheet containing the POU record associated with a 

particular polygon. The integrity of other fields was maintained using the Statistics Fields 

option to populate each field with the value contained in the first record with a 

POU_Table_OBJECTID. The Statistics Fields option was not used for two fields: ObjectID and 

POU_Table_OBJECTID. 

 

 
Figure 1.6-1: Non-Standard Quarter and Quarter-Quarters 

After completing Class 2 cleaning, the three POU shapefiles for each quarter were combined 

into a single shapefile. Class 2 cleaning reduced the total number of records in each quarter 

by an average of 21,282 (Table 1.6-1). 

Two Polygons Designated as: 

T53N, R79W, S28, NWNW 

Three Polygons Designated as: 

T53N, R79W, S28, NENE 
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Table 1.6-1: POU Record Count Before and After Class 2 Cleaning 

Quarter Initial Record Count Final Record Count Difference 

NE 154,884 143,297 11,587 

SE 148,739 135,081 13,658 

SW 149,105 137,168 11,937 

NW 139,049 127,104 11,945 

Total 591,777 542,650 49,127 

 

1.6.1.3 Class 3 and Class 4 

Class 3 

Some permits appropriate water for more than one beneficial use, e.g. domestic 

groundwater and irrigation groundwater. When viewed in e-Permit, these permits contain 

multiple POU entries, each of which lists only a single use. However, when downloaded 

using the e-Permit export tool, all of the beneficial uses are listed for each point of use. 

When these POUs are run through the e-Permit mapping tool, overlapping, redundant 

polygons are generated. These overlapping, redundant polygons were combined to simplify 

interpretation and use of mapped POU shapefiles. 

 

An example of a Class 3 issue is P3471.0D CR CC49/227, which appropriates surface water 

for domestic and irrigation uses within T50N R93W Sec36 SESE. When viewed in e-Permit, 

CR CC49/227 contains two POU records, the first is for domestic use and the second is for 

irrigation; each of the POU records lists only a single use. However, when downloaded using 

the e-Permit export tool, domestic and irrigation are listed as concurrent uses for both POU 

records. The only difference between the two downloaded POU records is that one lists an 

irrigated acreage of 40 acres and the other lists zero irrigated acres. When these records 

are run through the e-Permit mapping tool, the result is two overlapping polygons that are 

identical except for the irrigated acreage. While neither polygon is erroneous, both are 

misleading. The presence of two polygons implies that P3471.0D CR CC49/227 provides two 

appropriations for both irrigation and domestic use within T50N R93W Sec36 SESE.  

 

To avoid potential confusion, the two polygons were dissolved into a single polygon 

summing the acreage field and taking the first value for the remaining fields. The result is a 

single polygon that indicate P3471.0D CR CC49/227 allots surface water for domestic use 

and irrigation of 40 acres. 

 

Class 4 

 

Occasionally, a certificate of record will assign more than one POU record to the same 

location for a single use. For instance, P6799.0E CR CC77/105, appropriates surface water 

for irrigation within T34N R110W Sec10 NESE. When viewed in e-Permit, two unique POU 

records are listed within T34N R110W Sec10 NESE – one list 34 adjudicated acres and the 

other lists six adjudicated acres. As a result, all 40 acres in T34N R110W Sec10 NESE are 

adjudicated for irrigation. To make the mapped POU data more user-friendly, the two 

polygons were dissolved by summing the acreage and taking the first value of the remaining 

fields. The result is a single polygon that indicates 40 acres are adjudicated for irrigation in 

T34N R110W Sec10 NESE under P6799.0E CR CC77/105. 

 

Resolution of Class 3 and Class 4 
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To resolve both classes of unnecessary polygons, the NE, SE, SW, and NW POU shapefiles 

were dissolved using a new field named DuplicateID. The DuplicateID field was created as a 

text field with a 250-character limit. Field values were filled using the Field Calculator tool 

using the following expression: 

 

DuplicateID = [PermitPrefix] & [PermitNumber] & [PermitSuffix] & [WRNumber] & 

[Uses] & [SupplyType] & [PLSS_QTR] & [PLSS_QTRQTR] 

 

Incorporating the field WRNumber into the duplicate ID ensures that POUs are combined 

only at the least coarse level of water right subdivision. For example, a water right with 

adjudicated CRs will contain the CR designation in the FIRST_POU_Table_WRNumber field 

while an unadjudicated permit will contain the permit number in the 

FIRST_POU_Table_WRNumber field. This prevents unique POUs adjudicated under different 

CRs from being combined.  

 

After populating the DuplicateID field, the shapefile was dissolved using DuplicateID as the 

dissolving field. The statistics field function was used to populate fields of the output 

shapefile utilizing SUM of acres, Count for First_Shape_Length, and FIRST for all other 

fields. GIS automatically calculates a new shape length of output polygons so the previous 

Shape_Length field was re-purposed to track the number of records dissolved into a single 

POU record. As in previous steps, the OBJECTID POU_Table_ObjectID, Shape_Area, and 

dissolving field were not included as statistics fields. In the dissolved shapefile, a new field 

named “Agg_POU_Count” was created and the values were filled from First_Shape_Length 

using the field calculator. The First_Shape_Length field was then deleted. This process was 

repeated for all four quarters shapefiles (Table 1.6-2). 

 

 

Table 1.6-2: POU Record Count Before and After Class 3 and 4 Cleaning 

Shapefile Initial Record Count Final Record Count Difference 

NE 143,297 123,511 19,786 

SE 135,081 122,190 12,892 

SW 137,168 123,555 13,613 

NW 127,104 115,937 11,167 

Total 542,650 485,193 57,458 

 

1.6.2 Cleaning POU Records Mapped by Quarter 

 

Of the four classes of cleaning described in Section 1.6, Class 3 and Class 4 were 

performed to POU data mapped by Quarter. Class 1 cleaning was not performed because 

none of the entry POU records were mapped to All of a section. Class 2 cleaning was not 

performed because lot and tract POUs in the input data set were not mapped to quarter-

quarters. Because the type of error addressed by Class 2 cleaning only occurs at non-

standard quarter-quarters, this type of cleaning was unnecessary.  

 

Class 3 and Class 4 cleaning followed the same procedure outlined previously, except that a 

different duplicate ID was used. The DuplicateID field was created as a text field with a 250-

character limit. Field values were filled using the Field Calculator tool using the following 

expression: 

 

DuplicateID = [PermitPrefix] & [PermitNumber] & [PermitSuffix] & [WRNumber] & 

[Uses] & [SupplyType] & [PLSSSecondDivisionLots.SECDIVID] 
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As in Section 1.6.1.3, the number of POUs aggregated in Class 3 and Class 4 cleaning was 

recorded in a new field named “Agg_POU_Count”. 

 

1.6.3 Cleaning POU Records Mapped to All of a Section 

Of the four classes of cleaning described in Section 1.6, Class 3 and Class 4 were 

performed to POU data mapped by Tract/Lot. Class 1 cleaning was not performed because 

the purpose of Class 1 cleaning was to prevent duplicate POUs mapped to All of a section. 

This dataset is composed entirely of POUs mapped to all of a section, therefore, Class 1 

cleaning is unnecessary. Class 2 cleaning was not performed because lot and tract POUs in 

the input data set were not mapped to quarter-quarters. Because the type of error 

addressed by Class 2 cleaning only occurs at non-standard quarter-quarters, this type of 

cleaning was unnecessary. Class 3 and Class 4 cleaning followed the same procedure 

outlined in Section 1.6.1.3. 

 

1.6.4 Cleaning POU Records Mapped by Error Table Reruns 

 

Of the four classes of cleaning described in Section 1.6, Class 3 and Class 4 were 

performed to POU data mapped by Tract/Lot. Class 1 cleaning was not performed because 

none of the entry POU records was originally mapped to All of a section. Class 2 cleaning 

was not performed because lot and tract POUs in the input data set were not mapped to 

quarter-quarters. Because the type of error addressed by Class 2 cleaning only occurs at 

non-standard quarter-quarters, this type of cleaning was unnecessary. Class 3 and Class 4 

cleaning followed the same procedure outlined in Section 1.6.1.31.6. 

 

1.7 COMBINING MAPPED POU RECORDS INTO A SINGLE SHAPEFILE 

Before combining mapped POU records into a single shapefile, the number, name, type, and 

character length of data fields must be identical. Field names can be edited in at least two 

ways: 

 Using the attribute table to creating new fields with the correct format 

 Editing field parameters in the Feature Class Properties window (Figure 1.7-1) 

 

After reviewing data fields and properties for each of the component shapefiles, 42 fields 

were selected for inclusion (Table 1.7-1). After creating uniform data fields, a single 

shapefile was created by exporting one shapefile to a new geodatabase and then appending 

the remaining shapefiles to it. Finally, POU records were assigned the appropriate SEO 

Water Division and Water District by intersecting the combined POU shapefile with a Water 

Division and Water District shapefile. 

 

The final combined shapefile contained 491,611 records. Upon further review, 529 duplicate 

POUs were identified (Section 1.6.1.1) and removed, leaving 491,082 records.  

 

From this final combined POU shapefile, selected POU subsets were exported based on 

beneficial use, supply type, and other items of interest: 

 Full_POU 

 Irrigated_Lands 

 Original_IRR_Supply 

 Secondary_IRR_Supply 

 Supplmental_IRR_Supply 

 Unknown_IRR_Supply 
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Figure 1.7-1: Feature Class Properties Window 

 

Table 1.7-1: Fields and Field Properties of Final, Combined POU Shapefile 

Field Name Field Type 
Character 

Length Field Description 

OBJECTID n/a n/a - 

SHAPE n/a n/a - 

Duplicate_ID Text 250 Value to identify duplicate POU 

PermitNumber Text 255 Data Supplied by SEO, See SEO Field Descriptions 

OrderRecordNum Text 255 Data Supplied by SEO, See SEO Field Descriptions 

PermitPrefix Text 255 Data Supplied by SEO, See SEO Field Descriptions 
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Field Name Field Type 
Character 

Length Field Description 

PermitSuffix Text 255 Data Supplied by SEO, See SEO Field Descriptions 

IsActive Text 255 Data Supplied by SEO, See SEO Field Descriptions 

SummaryCRStatus Text 255 Data Supplied by SEO, See SEO Field Descriptions 

WRNumber Text 255 Data Supplied by SEO, See SEO Field Descriptions 

PriorityDate Text 255 Data Supplied by SEO, See SEO Field Descriptions 

PriorityText Text 255 Data Supplied by SEO, See SEO Field Descriptions 

SummaryWRStatus Text 255 Data Supplied by SEO, See SEO Field Descriptions 

Company Text 255 Data Supplied by SEO, See SEO Field Descriptions 

FirstName Text 255 Data Supplied by SEO, See SEO Field Descriptions 

LastName Text 255 Data Supplied by SEO, See SEO Field Descriptions 

FacilityName Text 255 Data Supplied by SEO, See SEO Field Descriptions 

Uses Text 255 Data Supplied by SEO, See SEO Field Descriptions 

WaterDivision Text 4 Data Supplied by SEO, See SEO Field Descriptions 

WaterDistrict Text 4 Data Supplied by SEO, See SEO Field Descriptions 

Twn Text 255 Data Supplied by SEO, See SEO Field Descriptions 

Rng Text 255 Data Supplied by SEO, See SEO Field Descriptions 

Sec Text 255 Data Supplied by SEO, See SEO Field Descriptions 

POUQTR Text 255 POU PLSS Quarter 

QtrQtr Text 255 Data Supplied by SEO, See SEO Field Descriptions 

Survey Text 255 Data Supplied by SEO, See SEO Field Descriptions 

POUStatus Text 255 Data Supplied by SEO, See SEO Field Descriptions 

SupplyType Text 255 Data Supplied by SEO, See SEO Field Descriptions 

QTRQTR_CLEAN Text 25 
POU PLSS Quarter-Quarter – generated by e-
Permit tool from e-Permit data records 

PLSS_SECTION Text 25 
POU PLSS Section– generated by e-Permit tool 
from e-Permit data records 

PLSS_QTR Text 25 
POU PLSS Quarter – generated by e-Permit tool 
from e-Permit data records 

PLSS_QTRQTR Text 25 
POU PLSS Quarter-Quarter – generated by e-
Permit tool from e-Permit data records 

PLSS_TractLot Text 25 
POU PLSS Tract/Lot Designation – generated by e-
Permit tool from e-Permit data records 

Acres Double n/a 
Irrigated Acres – generated by e-Permit tool from 
e-Permit data records 

Mapping_Level Short Integer n/a 
Indicates Difference between the downloaded e-
Permit PLSS Division and Mapped PLSS Division 

Agg_POU_Count Short Integer n/a Indicates Number of Aggregated POU Records 

CreatedBy Text 255 Data Supplied by SEO, See SEO Field Descriptions 

Longitude Double n/a Data Supplied by SEO, See SEO Field Descriptions 

Latitude Double n/a Data Supplied by SEO, See SEO Field Descriptions 

DateDownloaded Date n/a e-Permit Download Date 

Shape_Length Double n/a - 

Shape_Area Double n/a - 
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1.8 POU SHAPEFILE POST PROCESSING 

After creating a single, unified POU shapefile several fields were added and/or filled with 

data: 

 SEO Surface Water Division field filled 

 SEO Surface Water District field filled 

 Source of Supply field added to POU Shapefile and filled for diversions from the 

mainstems of the Bighorn River and North Platte River 

 Priority Year field added and filled from Priority Date field 

 

SEO surface water division and district fields were added and filled to enable district and 

division level analysis of POU data. A field for water supply source was added and selectively 

filled to aid in division/district identification. The source of supply was not filled for all 

records because not all records require source of supply to properly identify the regulating 

district and division. A field for priority year was added to allow analysis of water right 

spatial distribution with respect to water right priority. 

 

1.8.1 SEO Surface Water Division and District 

Water right administration is conducted based on division and district boundaries defined by 

the SEO. The State of Wyoming is divided into four divisions, each of which is subdivided 

into districts (Figure 1.8-3). Clearly identifying the district and division under which a 

water right is regulated is key to many water rights analyses. Unfortunately, POU records 

downloaded from e-Permit do not contain division and district identifiers, therefore, district 

and division must be assigned after mapping POU records.  

 

Most often water is beneficially used near the diversion location and therefore the regulating 

district and division can be determined based upon the mapped POU location. However, in 

some instances, this assumption is incorrect. Three such instances require special attention 

(Figure 1.8-4):  

 Division 1 District 14 regulates all diversions from the mainstem of the North Platte 

River between the inflow of Seminoe Reservoir and the Wyoming-Nebraska border 

 Division 1 District 17 regulates all diversions from the mainstem of the North Platte 

River upstream of the Seminoe Reservoir 

 Division 3 District 3 regulates diversions from the Bighorn River between the river 

headwaters and the confluence of Bear Creek. 

 

For these cases, it is necessary to identify water rights diverting from the mainstems of the 

Bighorn and North Platte Rivers. 

 

To fill POU division and district data, Wenck used the following ArcGIS procedure based 

upon POU location and source of supply: 

 

Assign Division 

Wenck selected POUs based on location and assigned SEO surface water divisions 

based on POU location. Rarely is water diverted in one division and consumptively 

used in another division, therefore, water division was assigned using only POU 

location. Wenck selected POU groups using the select by location function and 

then assigned the corresponding division number.  

 

It is important to note that Yellowstone National Park has distinct division-district 

naming conventions in the division and district shapefiles provided by the SEO. 

The division shapefile designates Yellowstone National Park as Division 5. The 

district shapefile designates the entirety of Yellowstone National Park as Division 
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3, District Y. Twelve POUs are located within the Yellowstone National Park 

boundary and they were designated as Division 5, District Y. This designation 

conforms with maps published in the 2018 Division 3 Hydrographer report3 which 

indicates that Yellowstone is not part of Division 3. 

 

Assign District 

Wenck selected POUs based on location and assigned districts based on POU 

location. After assigning a district to all POUs according to the POU location, 

additional steps were taken to re-assign divisions for POUs supplied from the 

mainstem of the Bighorn and North Platte Rivers. The process used to identify 

and assign source of supply is detailed in Section 1.8.2. 

 

POUs diverting water from the mainstem of the Bighorn River upstream of Bear 

Creek were selected using a two-step process. First, POUs diverting water from 

the mainstem of the Bighorn River were selected using the Select by Attributes 

function. Next, the portion of selected POUs supplied by diversions located 

downstream of Bear Creek were deselected using the Select by Location function. 

The confluence of Bear Creek and the Bighorn River is just downstream of the 

Division 3, District 15 boundary. Aerial images indicate that no water diverted 

upstream of Bear Creek is consumptively used in Division 3 District 15. 

Therefore, any POUs within Division 3, District 15 supplied from the Bighorn River 

are regulated by the Division 3, District 15 hydrographer. Wenck used the select 

by location function to de-select POUs within Division 3, District 15 from the 

group of previously selected POUs. The remaining selected POUs were assigned 

to District 3 

 

POUs diverting water from the mainstem of the North Platte River downstream of 

the entrance to Seminoe Reservoir were selected using a two-step process. First, 

POUs diverting water from the mainstem of the North Platte River were selected 

using the Select by Attributes function. Unlike the Bighorn River, the North Platte 

River administrative breakpoint (Seminoe Reservoir) does not line up neatly with 

a division boundary. Therefore, a new shapefile was created to encompass POUs 

supplied by water diverted from the North Platte River upstream of Seminoe 

Reservoir. This shapefile was manually digitized by examining aerial photos to 

identify diversions located upstream of Seminoe Reservoir. Wenck then used the 

new shapefile and the select by location function to de-select POUs supplied by 

diversion located upstream of Seminoe Reservoir. The remaining selected POUs 

were assigned to District 14. 

 

POUs diverting water from the mainstem of the North Platte River upstream of 

the entrance to Seminoe Reservoir were selected using a two-step process. First, 

POUs diverting water from the mainstem of the North Platte River were selected 

using the Select by Attributes function. Next, the Select by Location function was 

used with the shapefile described previously to retain only POUs supplied by 

diversions located upstream of Pathfinder Reservoir. The retained POUs were 

assigned to District 17. 

 

                                                           
3 Wyoming State Engineers Office. Hydrographer Annual Reports. Wyoming State Engineers Office. 
https://sites.google.com/a/wyo.gov/seo/agency-divisions/division-iii---riverton/hydrographers-annual-reports. 
Accessed Spring 2019. 
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1.8.2 Source of Supply 

A new field was created for POU source of supply – the waterbody from which water is 

diverted for beneficial use. The source of supply is not included when a POU record is 

downloaded from e-Permit, therefore the supply must be added after mapping. Source of 

supply was not determined for all POUs because it was only required to identify those POUs 

supplied from the mainstems of the Bighorn and North Platte Rivers. The source of supply 

was identified and filled using the following procedure. 

 

First, permits diverting from the mainstem of the Bighorn and North Platte Rivers were 

downloaded from e-Permit. Permits were searched using the following parameters in the 

detailed search options: 

 WR Number or Facility Tab (Figure 1.8-1) 

o Point of Diversion or Well Details 

o Water Right Number Type = Permit 

 Location Parameters Tab (Figure 1.8-2) 

o Stream Name Searches: Platte River and Big Horn River 

 Water Right Parameters 

o No search parameters used in this tab 

 

Next, an identifier field was created to join data from the e-Permit download to the POU 

shapefile. A single water right permit may allocate water from one source of supply for 

beneficial use at numerous locations. However, a single permit is always associated with a 

single source of supply. Therefore, water right permit number was selected to join source of 

supply to mapped POU records.  

 

A new field named Source_ID was created in the mapped POU shapefile and the data 

exported from e-Permit in the previous step. The Source_ID field was filled by combing the 

contents of the permit prefix, permit number, and permit suffix fields. The data exported 

from e-Permit was then joined to the mapped POU shapefile. Due to the size of the mapped 

POU shapefile, ArcGIS operates much more slowly when the shapefile is joined to the e-

Permit data. To make the shapefile more efficient, a new field named SupplySource was 

created and then filled with the data contained in the joined source of supply field. After 

Filling the field SupplySource, the join was removed. 

 

Because the source of supply was determined only for POUs receiving water from the 

mainstems of the Bighorn and Platte Rivers, the majority of POUs have no source of supply 

listed. If the source of supply is required for future analysis of a particular drainage or basin, 

it can be included using the preceding procedure. 
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Figure 1.8-1: WR Number or Facility Name Tab Search Parameters 

 

 
Figure 1.8-2: Location Parameters Tab Search Parameters 
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1.8.3 Priority Date 

A field named Priority_Yr was created to list the year of a permit priority date. This field was 

created to allow analysis of POU data based on priority date, as desired by the WWDO for 

future work. POU data downloaded from e-Permit contained two priority date fields, 

PriorityDate and PriorityText, both of which were preserved during the mapping process. 

However, both are text fields and, as such, are difficult to use for analysis in ArcGIS. The 

Priority_Yr field is a numeric field and was filled from the year (four rightmost characters) in 

the PriorityDate field using the Field Calculator tool.  
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Figure 1.8-3: SEO Surface Water Divisions and Districts 
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Figure 1.8-4: Notable SEO Surface Water Divisions and Districts 
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1.9 KNOWN ERROR SOURCES 

While great effort was made to eliminate errors in the mapped POU dataset, not all errors 

were eliminated. Errors in mapped POU dataset generally arise from one of three sources: 

e-Permit data errors, permits omitted from e-Permit download, and permits removed during 

initial data cleaning. Future mapping efforts should seek to further reduce these sources of 

error. Section 1.10 details suggested modifications to the cleaning and mapping 

procedures outlined in this technical memo. 

 

1.9.1 e-Permit Errors 

The e-Permit database is known to contain errors such as erroneous PLSS locations, 

inaccurate acreages, and misassignment of primary beneficial uses. The e-Permit database 

was created by manually transcribing permit information from paper permits into an 

electronic database. Because the electronic database was manually generated, errors are 

inevitable. The SEO is currently verifying surface water permit data in the e-Permit 

database, however, verification of groundwater permits is not expected. No systematic 

effort was undertaken to correct errors contained in downloaded e-Permit records. 

 

When using the mapped POU data set, users should verify suspect POUs by viewing paper 

permits and/or certificates of record in e-Permit. POUs likely contain an error if one of the 

following is observed: 

 Adjudicated irrigated acreage exceeds physically available acreage (i.e. 60 acres 

mapped in a quarter-quarter or 300 acres mapped in a quarter). 

 A mapping Level >0 

 Error table records 

 Irrigated acres >0 without irrigation listed as a beneficial use 

 

1.9.2 Permitted Uses Not Downloaded 

Not all permits were downloaded from e-Permit because they did not include a selected 

beneficial use (Table 1.3-1). A portion of the non-downloaded permits may contain 

information important to an unforeseen future analysis. Users should review the excluded 

beneficial uses to see which, if any, may contain information required for their analysis. 

 

1.9.3 Cleaning Errors 

Prior to mapping, POU records downloaded from e-Permit were cleaned as detailed in 

Section 1.4. This cleaning process – specifically Step 4 – introduced an unforeseen error.  

 

When a permit is adjudicated, one or more CR is issued certifying the location and amount 

of water appropriated for beneficial use. Therefore, once a permit is adjudicated, two sets of 

POU records exist – one set filed under the permit and the other filed under the CR(s). To 

prevent mapping duplicated POU records, POUs filed under adjudicated permits were 

removed during Step 4. 

 

In most cases, the process detailed in Step 4 properly removed duplicated POU records from 

the input data set. However, in some cases, e-Permit does not contain all CRs associated 

with an adjudicated permit, or the CRs contain incomplete/inaccurate information. When 

CRs of an adjudicated permit were missing from e-Permit, no POU record was mapped. 
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1.10 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE POU MAPPING EFFORTS 

Future POU mapping efforts should seek to streamline the mapping procedure described in 

this report and reduce or eliminate error sources. To this end, recommendations for future 

mapping efforts are provided in this section. 

 

1.10.1  Adjudicated Permits without Corresponding Certificates of Record in e-

Permit 

Future mapping efforts should seek to identify which, if any, adjudicated permits are lacking 

corresponding CRs. This should be attempted prior to performing the procedure described in 

Step 4 of Section 1.4. Adjudicated permits that lack CRs could be identified by copying 

adjudicated permits and CRs into separate tables and relating CRs to permits. Adjudicated 

permits with a related CR could then be deleted to leave only permits without an associated 

CR. After performing step 4 the remaining adjudicated permits could be appended to the 

Section 1.4 Step 4 output prior to performing Step 5. 

 

1.10.2  POU Records with >160 Permitted Acres Mapped to All Quarter-Quarters  

POU records containing “All” in the quarter-quarter field and permitted for greater than 160 

acres should be extracted into a separate table prior to running the e-Permit mapping tool. 

POUs with greater than 160 acres, by virtue of the adjudicated acres, appropriate water for 

beneficial use in more than one quarter. Because POU records were downloaded separately 

for each quarter (Section 1.3), it is prudent to assume that POUs with greater than 160 

acres were downloaded multiple times. Therefore, it is necessary to give special attention to 

these permits.  

 

In this mapping effort, POUs containing “All” in the quarter-quarter field and permitted for 

greater than 160 acres were handled in one of two ways. In the NE and NW quarters, these 

permits were identified and separated prior to running the e-Permit tool. In the SE and SW 

quarters, these permits were identified and cleaned after running the e-Permit tool.  

 

Wenck found that identifying and separating these permits prior to running the tool was the 

more efficient method. Therefore, we recommend that future mapping efforts identify and 

separate these POUS prior to running to tool. 

 

1.10.3  e-Permit Tool Dataset Size 

Future mapping efforts should seek to limit the number of e-Permit tool runs by increasing 

the size of input data sets. The mapping effort described in this report utilized 17 e-Permit 

input datasets: 

 3 in the NE quarter 

 3 in the SE quarter 

 3 in the SW quarter 

 3 in the NW quarter 

 1 POUs where Quarter-Quarter = “All” and Acres >160 

 1 Tracts 

 1 Lots 

 1 Error Table rerun #1 

 1 Error Table Rerun #2 

 

The output of each dataset then required cleaning and formatting prior to combining it with 

another output dataset. Additional cleaning and formatting was required each time output 

datasets were combined. Each iteration of cleaning, formatting, and combining datasets 

increases the likelihood of an error – which can be difficult to identify and correct. Wenck 
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recommends that future mapping efforts utilize a single e-Permit tool input dataset for each 

quarter.  


